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As consumers' concern
over screen time
increases, brands are
well placed to provide
tools that enhance
digital wellbeing and
encourage healthier
device habits.

Digital Trends - Germany - 2022

This report looks at the following areas:

• Personal and household ownership of
technology devices
• Changing trends in personal and household
ownership of technology devices
• Activities carried out online and how this has
changed compared to previous years

Overview

Smartphone ownership among over-65s is now at
85%, up from 76% in 2019, as the older generation
comes to recognise the benefits smartphones offer. Wearables are also increasing in
popularity – almost one in five Germans own a smartwatch as its popularity overtakes that of
fitness bands.

As Germans spend more time at home and online, the range of digital activities has
expanded. Consumers increasingly turn to devices for all aspects of life, from financial
management to health monitoring. Growth in usage of devices and connectivity leads
consumers to think more about data privacy. Increasing privacy concern acts as a barrier to
device uptake, particularly for smart home devices. As digital activity increases, brands need
to allow consumers more control over how data is collected and used and provide clear
support about how to keep themselves and their data safe.

Increased usage of digital devices is also fuelling screen time concerns, especially among
younger consumers. 38% of 16-24 year olds who own a laptop, smartphone or tablet or have a
desktop computer in the household are cutting down on screen time. There is opportunity for
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brands to step up their commitment towards helping consumers maintain healthy
consumption habits and enhance digital wellbeing. Tech companies can offer tools to
monitor device usage and improve the quality of device engagement despite the reduction in
quantity.
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Report Content

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Key issues covered in this Report

• Overview

Mobile phones

• Smartphone ownership remains stable

- Graph 1: mobile phone ownership, 2019-21

• 5G to drive smartphone sales

Laptop, desktop and tablet computers

• Nearly half of all Germans own a tablet

- Graph 2: computer ownership, by type of computer, 2019-21

• Hybrid laptops with touchscreen displays and foldable screens propel PC sales

In-home entertainment and the smart home

• Nearly one in five German households have a voice-controlled speaker

- Graph 3: household ownership of entertainment and smart home devices, 2019-21

• Lockdown boosted smart speaker popularity

Wearable technology

• Smartwatches overtake fitness band ownership

- Graph 4: wearable device ownership, 2019-21

• Emphasis on health and wellbeing drives growth in wearables

• More than one in five Germans own wireless earphones

- Graph 5: wireless audio ownership, by gender, 2021

Virtual reality

• Negligible increase in VR ownership

- Graph 6: virtual reality headset household ownership, 2019-21

• Virtual reality has yet to gain traction

Gaming

• Nearly three in 10 own a games console

- Graph 7: games console ownership, 2019-21

• Lockdown drives gaming popularity
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Online activities

• Germans are increasingly conscious about screen time

- Graph 8: technology habits, 2019-21

• Consumers are concerned about digital wellbeing

• Germans increasingly visit price comparison services on computers

- Graph 9: online activities on laptop or desktop computers, 2019-21

• Opportunity for brands to promote secure online banking

• Quick download resources

WHAT CONSUMERS WANT AND WHY

A note on the German economy

• German economy hit hard by COVID-19 disruptions

• Strong post-COVID-19 bounceback followed by a period of slower growth

- Graph 10: key economic data, in real terms, 2019-23

Mobile phones

• Smartphone ownership is ubiquitous

- Graph 11: mobile phone ownership, 2019-21

• Smartphone popularity remains high

• Slight increase in recent smartphone purchasing

- Graph 12: planned smartphone purchasing in the next three months, 2019-21

- Graph 13: smartphone purchasing in the last three months, 2019-21

• Smartphone ownership spreads to older age groups

• Mobile phone market impacted by the pandemic

• Smartphone ownership rises for older generations

• The smartphone market will be driven by the advancement of 5G technology

• Affordability is a key factor for smartphone purchasing

• Brands are releasing cheaper versions of popular devices

• Premium phones are expected to deliver innovation

• Foldable phones yet to gain traction

• 2022 sees new foldable phone releases

Computers

• Computers remain widely owned by German consumers

- Graph 14: computer ownership, by type of computer, 2019-21

• Standard laptops continue to be highly popular

• Almost half of Germans own a tablet
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• Almost one in five Germans own a tablet, laptop and desktop

- Graph 15: multiple computer type ownership, NET, 2019-21

• Purchasing of personal computers remains stable

- Graph 16: computer planned purchasing in the next three months, 2019-21

- Graph 17: computer purchasing in the last three months, 2019-21

• Tablets offer multifunctionality to versatility-seeking consumers

• Exciting tablet releases set for 2022

• Virtual meetings emphasise the need for high-performance webcams

• Hybrid laptops prove popular for Germans working from home

• Desktops experience a decline

In-home entertainment

• One in five German households have 4K ultra-HD TVs

- Graph 18: household ownership of in-home entertainment and smart home devices, 2019-21

• Two thirds of HD/4K TV households have smart TVs

- Graph 19: household television connectivity, 2019-21

• Increase in planned purchasing of TVs

- Graph 20: planned purchasing of TVs in the next three months, 2019-21

- Graph 21: purchasing of TVs in the last three months, 2019-21

• Television market focused on upgrades

• Gamers are a key consumer segment for the TV market

• TVs offering additional smart home features drive sales

Smart home

• Smart speaker purchasing returns to pre-pandemic levels

- Graph 22: planned purchasing of a voice controlled smart speaker in the next three months, 2019-21

- Graph 23: purchasing of a voice controlled smart speakers within the last three months, 2019-21

• One in four Germans use voice commands to control devices

- Graph 24: digital activities people have done in the last three months, 2019-21

• Smart home devices steadily gain traction

• Potential for smart home devices for family entertainment

• Put privacy at the forefront to drive smart home device adoption in Germany

• Amazon dominates the smart home integration market

• Device cross-compatibility is key

• Amazon offers smart home devices that meet multipurpose needs of consumers

Wearable technology

• Smartwatches overtake fitness bands

- Graph 25: wearable technology ownership, 2019-21
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• Fitness trackers overtaken by smartwatch popularity

• Smartwatches and wearables have boomed amid the global pandemic

• Apple leads the wearables market

• Fitbit Charge 5 blurs the lines between smartwatch and fitness tracker

• Wireless headphones market has been boosted by COVID-19 restrictions

• Men favour over-ear headphones while women prefer earbuds

- Graph 26: wireless headphone and earbud ownership, by gender, 2021

• Tap into the fashion appeal of wireless earphones

• Apple to release AirPods Pro 2

• Jabra plans to update its earbud line-up with Elite 4 Active

Virtual reality

• VR struggling for growth

- Graph 27: household ownership of virtual reality headsets, by gender, 2021

- Graph 28: household ownership of virtual reality headsets, 2019-21

• VR has yet to capture consumers' attention

• VR ownership and gaming potential

• Mixed reality experience for tourism purposes could drive VR penetration

Gaming

• Just under three in 10 own a static console

- Graph 29: games console ownership, 2019-21

• Video game market thrives as people spend more time at home

• Silver gamers are a growing consumer group

• Gaming becomes a family-friendly activity

• Recent increase in games console purchasing

- Graph 30: purchasing of games consoles in the last three months, 2019-21

- Graph 31: planned purchasing of games consoles in the next three months, 2019-21

• Comparable share in portable console ownership by gender

- Graph 32: portable games console ownership, by age and gender, 2021

- Graph 33: static games console ownership, by age and gender, 2021

• Gender gap in games console ownership is closing

• Subscription gaming is likely to grow significantly

• Almost a third of Germans use mobile gaming apps regularly

Digital activities

• Technology is increasingly being used to track exercise or diet

- Graph 34: digital activities people have done on any device in the last three months, 2019-21

• Devices are increasingly used to monitor health
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• More Germans want to cut down on screen time

- Graph 35: proportion of adults who have cut down on screen time on their smartphone, tablet or computer, 2019-21

• Younger Germans in particular are making efforts to limit device usage

• More than eight in 10 Germans managed their finances online in the last three months

- Graph 36: digital activities people have done on any device in the last three months, 2021

• Online shopping has experienced a surge

• Germans move towards cashless interactions

• Banking is going digital

• COVID-19-conscious consumers less likely to venture out

• Budget-conscious consumers are seeking value for money

APPENDIX

Appendix – products covered, abbreviations, consumer research methodology and language usage

• Covered in this Report

• Abbreviations

• Consumer research methodology

• A note on language
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About Mintel Reports: Germany

Access our reports now and get the most
accurate, credible and powerful data, insights
and analysis. Mintel Reports Germany gives you
everything you need to know about what German
consumers want and why.

In each report, we're analysing the market, new
product innovations and the competitive
landscape, as well as consumer behaviours
across Germany. Our local analysts, supported by
our team of global experts then translate it into
what it means for you.

What makes us unique?

A 360-degree view of German
markets

Experienced analysts based in
Germany

Expert-led support from global
category experts

How Mintel Reports Germany will help your business grow:

Identify future
opportunities by
understanding what
German consumers want
and why

Make better decisions
faster by keeping
informed on what's
happening across your
market

See the trends and innovations
impacting Germany both on a
local and global level
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Disclaimer
This is marketing intelligence published by Mintel.
The consumer research exclusively commissioned
by Mintel was conducted by a German licensed
market survey agent (See Research Methodology
for more information).

Terms and Conditions of use
Any use and/or copying of this document is subject
to Mintel‘s standard terms and conditions, which are
available at http://www.mintel.com/terms

If you have any questions regarding usage of this
document please contact your account manager or
call your local helpdesk.

Published by Mintel Group Ltd
www.mintel.com

Help desk

UK +44 (0)20 7778 7155

US +1 (312) 932 0600

Australia +61 (0)2 8284 8100

China +86 (21) 6386 6609

Germany +49 211 2409023

India +91 22 4090 7217

Japan +81 (3) 6228 6595

Singapore +65 (0)6 818 9850
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